
 
 
 

Workshop/Seminar Feedback Form 
 

Workshop/Seminar title: Capacity Building Programme on Life Skills 

Workshop/Seminar Date: 22/04/2017 

Venue: Appejay school, Noida   

Attended by: Anshul Dubey, TGT (MATHS).  

Resource Person: Mrs Harjinder Kaur 

                                  Mr Balwinder Singh   

Organizer:  C.B.S.E 

Profile of the Resource Person: 1. Mrs Harjinder Kaur 

                                                              Principal, GD Goenka, Muzffarnagar. 

                                                          2. Mr. Balwinder Singh 
                                                               Principal, Guru Nanak school, Kanpur. 
 
1. Content of the Workshop/Seminar  

Workshop was based on different types of life skills and their knowledge and how to inculcate these 

skills in students. 

2. Learning outcomes (Knowledge and Information) from the workshop/Seminar? 

I have learnt different types of life skills, how to transact them in a very interesting manner such 

that each  students must follow these skills.   

3. Which topics or aspects of the workshop/Seminar did you find most interesting or useful and can 

be applied to the classroom teaching? 

The different Activities of the workshop were very interesting, I have learnt many skills by these 

simple activities and stories, I can use these types of stories and activites in my teaching 

methodology to make my teaching more effective.  

4. How will you implement the knowledge & techniques acquired to your subject? 

      I can use many activities and stories of the workshop such that each students of my class have  

     develop more interest in my subject and in a very interesting manner I am able to teach them  

     different life skills to be used in their daily life.  

5. Comments and suggestions (How do you think the workshop/Seminar could have been made 

more effective?) 

The workshop is properly organized, so there is no suggestion from my side. 

 



 

6. Was the advance briefing about the workshop/Seminar appropriate?   

Yes, the advance briefing of the workshop is appropriate. 

 

GENERAL FEEDBACK  YES NO NOT SURE 

 The workshop/Seminar was applicable to my job       

 I will recommend this workshop/Seminar for other faculty 

members.  

    

 The program was well paced within the allotted time       

 The material was presented in an organized manner       

 The resource person was a good communicator       

 The resource person was knowledgeable on the topic       

 I would be interested in attending a follow-up, more advanced 

workshop / Seminar on this same subject 

 I will be able to conduct follow up workshop for the benefit  of 

fellow Staff Members 

    

 

    

  
   

GLIMPSES FROM THE WORKSHOP (Photographs with captions) 
 

   .           

Tete a tete with resource person. 

 
Report submitted by 
 
Signature  
Name Anshul Dubey 
Designation TGT MATHS 
Submission Date 27/04/2017 


